Outstanding input from experts across multiple disciplines.

Could not find a solution for working with the VA CIRB.

Comprehensive approach to addressing study requirements, excellent communication, organization, high level of expertise, and the genuine interest in our study.

Consult identified weaknesses in the original design, but did not find solutions.

Defining the specific aims of the project.

Needed to provide a lot of information and have a lot of meetings.

Helped with central IRB challenges.

Statistical consultation

Identifying research-on-research opportunities and embedding operational hypothesis into study designs. Focus on:

- Study designs promoting faster translation
- Metrics collection and data visualization
- Novel designs-E2E and EE2
- New regulatory support
- Platform to facilitate CIRB reliance
- eConsent
- Accelerated study start up
- Budget Development Tool
- Evaluating use of FDP-CTSA and other agreements
- Resources for study teams
- Site performance and optimization
- Data capture from EHR into data systems
- Recruitment and retention optimization
- Financial Incentive Tool
- Clinical Workflow optimization
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